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Abstract. Presented is the use of fluorescence lifetime (FLT), anisot-
ropy decay, and associated parameters as differential indicators of
cellular activity. A specially designed combination of a frequency
mode based time resolved microscope and a picoliter well-per-cell
array have been used to perform temporal measurements in individual
cells under various biological conditions. Two biological models have
been examined: mitogenic activation of peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC) and induction of programmed cell death (apop-
tosis) in Jurkat T cells (JTC). The FLT of fluorescein stained PBMC was
found to increase from 460.02 to 4.560.025 ns due to mitogenic
activation, whereas during apoptosis in fluorescein stained JTC, the
FLT remained constant. Notably, the rotational correlation times
changed in both models: decreased in PBMC from 2.560.08 to 260.1
ns, and increased in JTC from 2.160.07 to 3.360.09 ns. FLT and
rotational correlation time were used to calculate the steady state fluo-
rescence anisotropy (FA) which was compared to directly measured
FA values. The present study suggests that in addition to bioindication,
the said parameters can provide valuable information about cellular
mechanisms that may involve complex molecular diffusion dynamics,
as well as information about structural changes that a cellular fluoro-
phore undergoes in the course of cell activation. © 2005 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1924712]

Keywords: fluorescence lifetime (FLT); fluorescence intensity (FI); fluorescence an-
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quency domain time resolved microscope (FDTRM).
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1 Introduction
The present study introduces fluorescence anisotropy deca
~FAD! and its associated parameters as a means for monito
ing cellular activities, to achieve a more profound interpreta-
tion of events occurring in individual cells before and after
biological manipulations.

One of the most powerful tools in cell research is fluores-
cence based cytometry.1 Measurement of cell functionality is
among its most significant and productive branches. The firs
functional parameter used was fluorescence anisotropy~FA,
also denoted byr!.1 It was initially proposed by the Cerceks
as an indicator of lymphocyte activation.1 FA is considered to
be an indicator of ‘‘long term biological alterations’’ as com-
pared to ‘‘fast indicators’’ that monitor transient effects such
as change inpH and membrane potential.2,3

Generally, FA of a fluorescent probe provides—in an ex-
tent much greater than its fluorescence intensity~FI!—
valuable information about the environmental conditions of
the media hosting that probe. According to the Perrin
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equation4 and its more convenient representation using anis
ropy instead of polarization,5 the steady-state FA of a distinc
fluorescent molecular species undergoing rotational diffus
is related to the fluorescence lifetime~FLT!—tF and to the
rotational correlation timetR as follows:

r 0

r
511

tF

tR
511s, ~1!

wherer 0 is the FA of a ‘‘frozen gas like system’’ and is solel
determined by the angle between the absorption and the e
sion transition dipole moments of the probe. The ratiotF /tR

is defined ass. Generally,tR is defined as the ratiohV/RT
~where h is the microenvironmental viscosity,V the molar
volume of a spherical probe,R the gas constant, andT the
absolute temperature!. Thus, tR is the most dominant vari-
able, reflecting environmental changes as monitored by
The more limited the rotational motion of the fluoresce
probe, the higher the FA, and vice versa.

When monitoring cell functionality, cytometrists more fre
quently utilize FI rather than FA measurements. Neverthele
unlike direct FI measurements, which are strongly depend
on nonrelevant variables~optical variables, light source insta
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bility, etc.!, FA and the related parameters,tF and tR , are
intrinsic, which in itself is a fortunate circumstance since it
permits more reliable comparisons between data obtaine
from different experiments and different laboratories. Much
more importantly, FAD allows for a deeper and more differ-
ential insight into steady state FA results. The emission o
cellular probes, even of the same type, is heterogeneous d
to the heterogeneous chemo-physical nature of the hostin
cellular media, where the probes are distributed. The weigh
of each emitting group, itstF and tR values, may be best
assessed via FAD measurements. Knowledge of these thr
variables provides a powerful means for understanding th
mechanisms involved in FA alterations in general, and
cellular/membranal changes in particular.

Briefly, the time dependences ofFI(t) and r (t) are

FI~ t !5I 0(
i 51

n

a ie
2t/tFi,

~2!

r ~ t !5r 0(
j 51

m

b je
2t/tRj,

whereFI(t) is the instantaneous emission intensity comprised
of n different decay components,r (t) is the instantaneous
FAD comprised ofm different components andr 0 is the FAD
immediately after excitation, att50. The steady state FA is
obtained by integrating the intensity-weightedr (t) over time:

r̄ 5E
0

`

r ~ t !I ~ t !dt. ~3!

In the present study, an apparatus was designed and co
structed, and a methodology was developed to permit mea
surements of steady state FA, as well as FLT and FAD, in
individual cells in a population, before, during and after bio-
logical manipulations.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Phytohemagglutinin~PHA! ~Wellcome Ltd., London, UK!
was reconstituted in 5 mL of double-distilled water and fur-
ther diluted 1:10. For stimulation, 0.1 mL of this solution was
added to 1 mL cell suspension~final concentration 90mg/
mL!. Fluorescein solutions~1, 5, 10, and 100mM! were pre-
pared by dissolving fluorescein~Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA!
in phosphate buffered saline~PBS! solutions having different
pH ~5, 6. 5, 7. 4, 8! and viscosity@different glycerol~Gly!
PBS concentrations: 0, 30%, 60%, and 80% Gly#. Polyscience
fluorescent beads of fluoresbrite~fluorescein!, 5.760.1 mm in
diameter, with low fluorescent intensity@2000–50 000 mol-
ecules of equivalent soluble fluorochromes~MESF!# were
used, from Bangs Laboratories, Inc.~Fishers, IN, USA!.

2.2 Cell Preparation
For separation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells
~PBMC!, 20 mL of heparinized blood, obtained from healthy
volunteers, was diluted 1:1 in PBS,pH 7.2. Blood was then
layered in a 10 mL density gradient solution~1.077 g/cm3,
Ficol Paque, Pharmacia, Upsala, Sweden!, and centrifuged at
034007Journal of Biomedical Optics
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550 g for 30 min. Cells accumulated at the interphase,
tween the plasma and ficol layers, were collected and was
three times with complete PBS and resuspended in PBS
final concentration of63106 cells/mL. More than 70% of the
cells were defined as T lymphocytes, and viability, determin
by trypan blue exclusion, was always higher than 90%. H
man Jurkat T-lymphoblast cell line was grown in a humidifi
atmosphere containing 5%CO2 , in a RPMI 1640 medium
~Biological Industries, Beit Haemek, Israel!, supplemented
with 10% ~v/v! heat inactivated fetal calf serum~Biological
Industries, Beit Haemek, Israel!, 2 mM L-glutamine, 10 mM
HEPES buffer solution, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 50 U/m
penicillin, and 100mg/mL streptomycin.

2.3 Mitogenic Stimulation and Apoptosis Induction
Freshly prepared PBMC(107 cells/mL) were incubated
at 37 °C with 90 mg/mL PHA for 45 min for mitogenic
activation.

Apoptosis was induced by incubating Jurkat T-lymphobl
cells in complete RPMI 1640 medium in the presence of
mM H2O2 at 37 °C for various time periods, followed by
quick rinsing of theH2O2 , to determine the initial time of the
apoptotic process.

2.4 Fluorescein Diacetate Staining
An aliquot of 100 mL of unstained cell suspension(5
3106 cells/mL) was loaded on the picoliter well-per-cell a
ray. Initial scanning was then performed in order to det
background scattering and auto-fluorescence. This undes
signal was recorded per measurement location and subtra
from the total emission signal~after staining! in order to ob-
tain the correct fluorescence signal.

Cells were washed twice with incomplete RPMI 1640 m
dium without phenol red, containing 10 mM HEPES buff
solution. An aliquot of 100mL of cell suspension(5
3106 cells/mL) was added to 50mL of fluorescein diacetate
staining solution~Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA, F7378! in
PBS, and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. At the
of incubation, cells were loaded onto the picoliter well-pe
cell array~see the following explanation!, washed three times
with fresh buffer to remove excess staining solution, a
measured.

Figure 1 shows~a! light and~b! fluorescent micrographs o
the same individual living PBMC stained with fluorescein d
acetate, positioned in the picoliter well-per-cell array. As
can be seen in Fig. 1, the diameter of cells, as observed
light and fluorescent microscopy, is the same. This signi
that the dye uniformly stains the entire cell.

Plasma membrane integrity of fluorescein diacetate stai
cells was checked by re-staining the same cells with p
pidium iodide ~PI!. At the end of fluorescein diacetate me
surement, the cells were washed twice with fresh buffer an
solution containing PI~2.5 mg/mL! was added on top of the
pretested localized cells for 5 min. Cells were then wash
twice and remeasured. Positive PI cells were excluded fr
the analysis.

To confirm apoptosis, Annexin V staining was performe
One million cells were washed with PBS and resuspende
binding buffer~Genzime, Cambridge, MA, USA!. FITC An-
nexin V was added at a final concentration of 1mg/mL. After
-2 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fig. 1 (a) Light and (b) fluorescent micrographs of individual living
PBMC, stained with fluorescein diacetate, positioned in the picoliter
well-per-cell array.
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10 min of incubation in the dark, at room temperature, cells
were analyzed by FACS~Beckton-Dickenson, FACS-Calibur,
Mountainview, CA, USA!.

2.5 Measurement System
Measurements of FAD andtF were performed on live cells by
microscopy, based on the frequency domain methodology.

Schematic depiction of the frequency domain time
resolved microscope~FDTRM! is shown in Fig. 2. The
FDTRM comprises two main stand-alone components: the
optical system~an upright, epi-fluorescent Zeiss microscope
Z-1! and a modified frequency domain FLT and FAD ISS K-2
spectrofluorimeter.

Briefly, an excitation of a 488 nm polarized beam from a
continuous wave~cw! argon ionic laser~model 161B-070,
Spectra-Physics, Mountain View, CA, USA! is directed to the
light source entrance of the spectrofluorimeter, passing
through an electro-optic Pockel’s cell~Laser Metrics KD*P
1044, Winterpark, FL, USA! which modulates the beam at the
frequency range from 1 kHz to 500 MHz. In most experi-
ments, ten frequencies were used, ranging from 2 to 200 MH
in logarithmic scale. A small portion of the modulated excita-
tion beam is sampled by a reference detector~Hamamatsu
R928 PMT, Hamamatsu City, Japan!, while the rest of it exits
the spectrofluorimeter. Then it is doubly refracted by a mirror
stirrer, impinges on the microscope illuminator~the epifluo-
rescent arrangement! which directs the beam through the ob-
jective lens@340, numerical aperture~NA!50.60, LWD CD-
Plan 40 PL, Olympus, Japan# that focuses the beam to, at
most, a 15mm diameter spot on the interrogation plane, where
it illuminates the microscopic fluorescent sample under inves
tigation. The Olympus objective was fitted to the Zeiss optica
arrangement.
034007Journal of Biomedical Optics
The diverging cone of the emitted fluorescence is then c
lected and collimated by the same objective, filtered by
emission filter ~53065 nm! and thereafter impinges on
Glan-Tomphson polarization analyzer, which splits the em
sion into two polarization~FA! components—parallel(I i) and
orthogonal(I 1) emission field vectors—relative to the exc
tation field. Two modulated emission detectors~Hamamatsu
R928 PMT! then simultaneously detect the 2 FA componen
from which FAD can be calculated, as well astR . For tF
measurements, the same setup is used, but whereas one
emission detectors is used for the measurement of the fluo
cence signal, the other serves to measure the reference
tered excitation signal.

The induced photocurrent is then fed back to the ISS sp
trofluorimeter electronic and computer units for calculation
the requested parameters. During measurements, the mo
tion frequency is changed automatically according to a pre
signed menu. The integrated system is fully computer c
trolled. For FLT measurements, the polarizers of the sys
were configured to measure at the magic angle.

2.6 Individual Cell Measurement
50 mL of cell suspension are loaded on top of the specia
designed picoliter well-per-cell array~Patent No. WO 03/
035824!. Single cells are then settled into the single cell we
~SCW! array by sedimentation. After sedimentation, the e
cess unsettled cells are washed out of the picoliter well-p
cell array. The bottom of a SCW possesses high optical q
ity. As a result, the transparent light image of a cell within
well can be recorded and correlated with its fluoresce
signal. Each cell being held by a well, biological manipul
tions on the cell are possible~introduction of staining
solutions, drugs, etc.! while preserving its identity. The exci
tation beam individually and sequentially illuminates the r
tained cells, and FLT and FAD of an individual fluoresce
cell are measured.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the FDTRM apparatus. The laser
light passes through the Pockel cell and excites the sample. The
Pockel cell and the detectors (PMT) are modulated by two frequency
synthesizers and two RF amplifiers. All the data are collected by the
personal computer controlling the entire measurement process (P—
Polarizer).
-3 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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2.7 Data Analysis
The model function was represented by a sum of exponentia
as shown in Eq.~2!, whereI (t) is the fluorescence intensity at
time t anda i is the amplitude of thei’th lifetime t i , such that
( ia i51.

I (t)5I i(t)12MI 1(t), andM is the microscope polariza-
tion correction factor which compensates for any optical
and/or electrical distortion of the polarization components.

FAD was analyzed by the global fitting ofI i(t) and I 1(t)
to the following equations:

I i~ t !5 1
3I ~ t !@112r ~ t !#,

~4!
I 1~ t !5 1

3I ~ t !@12r ~ t !#.

According to the assumed model, the fluorescent probes ca
be distributed betweeni hosting phases. The time-dependent
anisotropyr (t) is then represented as described by Eq.~2!,
wherer (t) is the FA at timet andb j is the amplitude of the
j’th rotational correlation timetR j , such that( jb j5r 0 .

The time resolved measurements were compared to stea
state anisotropy~average over time! by utilizing both equali-
ties in Eq.~2!:

r 5
I i2MI 1

I i12MI 1
5

* I ~ t !r ~ t !dt

* I ~ t !dt

5
*( i , ja i exp~2t/tFi !b j exp~2t/tR j!dt

*( ia i exp~2t/tFi !dt
~5!

The quality of fits was evaluated by chi-square(x2) values
based on weighted residuals.6 A fit was considered to be
within acceptable limits whenx2,2.

Table 1 Steady state anisotropy of 10 mM fluorescein–glycerol solu-
tions as measured by the FDTRM in two modes (steady-state and
TRM) and the ISS-K2 spectrofluorimeter.

Measured
solutions
% glycerol
in buffer aqua

Steady-state fluorescence anisotropy

ISS-K2
Steady state

FDTRM FDTRM

20% 0.04760.037 0.05460.01 0.05860.025

40% 0.10360.014 0.10560.05 0.09760.012

60% 0.12060.026 0.12160.013 0.11860.009

80% 0.27160.028 0.28160.02 0.27560.014
034007Journal of Biomedical Optics
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Decay curves of FI were analyzed by the standard mu
exponentialMATLAB ~MathWorks version 5.3 R11 Natick
MA, USA! fitting software and compared to ISS data analy
as well as to the software of the Center for Fluoresce
Spectroscopy~CFS, University Maryland, College Park, MD
USA!.

3 Results
3.1 System Performance Validation
All measurements were conducted at room temperat
Checkups and calibration runs of the entire system were
formed daily, and included calculation of the relative mod
lation depth, phase shift, and the correction factorM
5I i /I 1 . The latter ratio was determined by measuring the
of a nonviscose fluorescein solution. For all practical p
poses, the measurements yield theM value of unity.

Calibration and validation runs were performed by co
paring two types of measurements by two different syste
~ISS-K2 and FDTRM! for the same sample: two steady-sta
FA measurements, and two TRM measurements. The T
results were compared to the steady-state results using
~5!. For that purpose, 10mM fluorescein-glycerol solutions
with varying viscosities were measured. The results and t
standard deviations~based on 10–50 repetitions! are listed in
Table 1. They indicate a high level of correlation and thus
fitness of FDTRM.

3.2 Repeatability Test
The repeatability of the FDTRM performance was checked
fluorescent beads having 2000–50 000 MESF. One lifet
component equal to 460.1 ns was found. The FLT value of
ns for fluorescein is known to be as that in water solution~see
Table 5, row 1, and Refs. 7 and 8!, i.e., the dye labeling the
beads experiences the same environmental conditions a
water solution. In addition, in FAD measurements~more than
50 measurements were conducted!, only one component oftR
equal to 3.160.85 ns was observed.

Computation of the steady state FA via Eq.~5!, utilizing
the measured values oftF andtR , yieldedr 50.1860.02,in
agreement with the steady state FA measured by both syst
the ISS-K2 and the FDTRM in a steady state mode.

3.3 Measurements of FLT and FAD in Cellular Models
Two cellular models were considered: the mitogenic stimu
tion of peripheral blood mononuclear cells~PBMC!, and apo-
ptosis induction in Jurkat T cells~JTC!. Previous studies9–11

have indicated that in mitogenic activation the steady state
Table 2 Measurements of FLT and FAD in individual cells incubated with (As) and without (A0) PHA.*

State t (ns) b tR (ns) r r steady-state mode

A0 460.05 0.460.08 2.560.09 0.15360.02 0.15860.008

As 4.560.11 0.3960.07 260.25 0.12360.03 0.1260.01
* The steady-state FA was calculated and compared to the steady-state mode of FDTRM and ISS-K2 apparatuses (r

steady state mode: average by the two systems).
-4 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Table 3 FLT and FAD as measured by FDTRM in individual cells at t50 (A0) and t5180 min (AH2O2
)

after the onset of apoptosis.

State t (ns) b tR (ns) r r steady-state mode

A0 4.160.1 0.460.05 2.160.09 0.13560.04 0.13560.015

AH2O2
4.0560.25 0.39560.08 3.360.3 0.17760.03 0.1760.02
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decreases, whereas in apoptosis the FA increases. These t
findings were the main reason for choosing these models fo
the present study.

3.3.1 Monitoring of mitogenic stimulation in PBMC
via FA
Table 2 shows the measured FLT and FAD of fluorescein
diacetate stained PBMC, treated with the mitogen PHA~de-
fined asAs condition! or untreated~defined asA0 condition!.
As it can be seen, following mitogenic stimulation, the
steady-state FA~r! decreases. In addition, the marker’s FLT
increases by more than 12%, from 460.05 ns in untreated
cells to 4.560.11 ns in cells incubated with PHA. Moreover,
measurement of the rotational correlation time clearly indi-
cates that there exists only one decaying component withtR
decreasing by 20%, from 2.560.09 ~in untreated cells! to
260.25 ns in PHA treated cells. In agreement with Eq.~1!,
this behavior oftF andtR explains the decrease in the steady
state FA following mitogenic stimulation of fluorescein diac-
etate stained cells.

3.3.2 Monitoring of apoptosis in Jurkat T cells via FA
The FLT and FAD were measured in fluorescein diacetate
stained JTC, either untreated or treated for apoptosi
induction for 3 h with 50mM H2O2 . The results, presented in
Table 3, show thattF values in apoptotic Jurkat T cells are
similar to those of untreated cells~4.1 ns!. However,tR in-
creases from 2.160.09 in untreated cells to 3.360.3 ns in
cells in which apoptosis was induced. The apoptotic proces
was confirmed by measuring the steady state FA and by An
nexin staining.11

Contrary to the mitogenic stimulation described previ-
ously, in the apoptotic model, changes in the steady-state F
seem to be due to changes in the rotational correlation tim
rather than FLT.
034007al Optics
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3.4 Complementary Experiments
Generally, cellular events involve several chemo-physical
terations that may affect the steady-state FA. Among these
pH, viscosity, polarity, concentrations of various intracellul
ions, etc.8,12 In the following experiments we investigated th
possibility of a direct influence of some of the above variab
upon the FLT and FAD of a hosted probe.

3.4.1 FLT and FAD dependence on pH
It might be suspected that changes in steady-state FA o
reflect a variation inpH occurring during cell activation.13 To
examine the dependence of FLT and FAD onpH, four solu-
tions of fluorescein~2 mM!-glycerol ~40%! in PBS were pre-
pared, havingpH values of 5, 6.5, 7.4, and 8.

In all measurements, only one lifetime and one rotatio
correlation time component were found in both ISS-K2 a
FDTRM systems. Further, the results by both apparatu
were similar~Table 4!. By the FDTRM,tF , tR , andr0 were
found to be 3.7860.1 ns, 1.3860.3 ns and 0.3760.02, respec-
tively, whereas with the ISS-K2 system they were 3.860.2 ns,
1.360.42 ns, and 0.3860.1, for all pH values. Applying Eq.
~5! to these results, the steady-state FA was calculated
found to be 0.10860.001, similar to the directly measure
value ~Table 1, second row!.

3.4.2 FLT and FAD dependence on viscosity
One of the effects of viscosity upon fluorescein is the sho
ening of its fluorescence decay time.13 We examined the pos
sibility that the shortening of FLT as a function ofh might
enhance the obvious dependence ofr on h. Four fluorescein
~2 mM! solutions with different glycerol concentrations i
PBS ~0, 30%, 60%, and 80%! were prepared, all havingpH
value of 7.4.

The results shown in Table 5 indicate a strong depende
of FLT on glycerol concentration~a decrease from 4.01 ns a
Table 4 Dependence of FLT and FAD on pH.*

pH

FDTRM ISS-K2

t (ns) tR (ns) r0 FA t (ns) tR (ns) r0 FA

5 3.7860.1 1.3860.3 0.3760.02 0.09860.08 3.860.2 1.560.6 0.3660.05 0.10160.03

6.5 3.760.15 1.460.35 0.36560.06 0.160.002 3.8260.25 1.5560.3 0.3760.08 0.10660.07

7.4 3.6960.18 1.360.25 0.37560.08 0.09760.06 3.8560.23 1.6560.25 0.3660.15 0.10860.001

8 3.860.08 1.3760.29 0.3760.04 0.09860.004 3.7860.32 1.5260.55 0.3860.1 0.10860.09
* FLT and FAD of fluorescein in 40% glycerol solutions, having pH levels of 5, 6.5, 7.4, and 8, were measured by the FDTRM and ISS-K2. x2,1.48.
-5 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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0% Gly to 3.6 ns at 80% Gly!, and an increase of calculatedr
value from 0.04 to 0.27, correspondingly~the latter value is
similar to that obtained by directr steady state measurements,
see Table 1, last row!. These results are in agreement with
recent publications.14 Measurements of FAD show an even
greater dependence on glycerol concentration, an increase
tR from 0.5 to 35 ns, correspondingly.

We further examined the cause of FLT decrease, namely
whether it depends on viscosity changes or interaction with
glycerol molecules. To test this, FLT of three fluorescein~2
mM! glycerol solutions in PBS~0, 40%, and 60%! were mea-
sured at the temperature range from 15 to 30 °C. ThepH
levels of the solutions were 6.12, 7.3, and 8.3. The results
shown in Table 6, indicate almost no change in FLT, wherea
the steady-state FA clearly decreases. This signifies that FA
is the dominant parameter affecting the steady-state FA. Fu
ther, glycerol seems to alter the fluorescein molecule confor
mation or the angle between the absorption and emission d
pole moments as evidenced by the changes inr 0 values listed
in Table 5.

3.4.3 FLT dependence on H2O2

One of the best-known collisional quenchers of fluorescenc
is molecular oxygen, a product ofH2O2 . Hence, in the pres-

Table 5 Influence of viscosity on FLT and FAD in 2 mM fluorescein
solutions at pH57.4.*

% Gly
Lifetime
t (ns)

Anisotropy decay

r r0b tR (ns)

0 4.01460.2 0.4 60.1 0.560.09 0.04 0.4

30 3.85 60.35 0.3760.15 1.560.17 0.1 0.37

60 3.7 60.17 0.3360.09 2.260.3 0.12 0.33

80 3.6 60.1 0.3 60.11 35 65.4 0.27 0.3
* Viscosity was altered by changing glycerol concentrations. x2,1.429.
034007Journal of Biomedical Optics
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ence ofH2O2 , FLT might be changed, and consequently F
may change as well.6 In order to negate the possibility tha
during H2O2 apoptosis induction the measured fluorescen
characteristics were directly influenced by the presence
H2O2 and/or its products, the following experiment was pr
formed in cell free solutions with known viscosity. Fluore
cein ~10 mM! glycerol ~80%! solutions, in the presence o
different concentrations ofH2O2 ~0, 50, 1000, and 16 000
mM! were prepared and FA and FLT were measured.

The results are shown in Fig. 3. The FLT did not chan
for the H2O2 range of 0–16 000mM, and remained at the
value of 3.660.15 ns. However, FA increased by more th
10% from 0.2860.05 at 0mM, to 0.31260.06 at 16 000mM
H2O2 , which indicates that FA is not influenced by FLT.

4 Discussion
The present study offers FLT and FAD measurements as
ferential indicators of cellular activity.

The combination of the frequency mode time resolv
measurements and the picoliter well-per-cell array is desig
to allow FLT and FAD measurements in individual cells und
varying biological conditions. There are three considera
advantages to the suggested combined methodology. Firs
analysis of fluorescence decay is self-referential since

Fig. 3 FLT and FA of 10 mM fluorescein in 80% glycerol solution with
different H2O2 concentrations. The full line indicates the FA (right
scale) and the dashed line indicates the FLT (left scale). The abscissa
scale indicating the H2O2 concentrations is drawn logarithmically.
Table 6 Dependence of FLT and FAD on glycerol concentrations and temperature.

Gly % T (°C)

pH58.3 pH57.3 pH56.12

t (ns) r t (ns) r t (ns) r

0% 15.5 — — 4.171 0.026 — —

29.6 — — 4.183 0.016 — —

40% 16 3.968 0.076 3.935 0.082 3.87 0.085

20.3 3.962 0.07 3.959 0.073 3.87 0.076

24 3.975 0.064 3.953 0.066 3.865 0.065

29.4 3.988 0.05 3.958 0.054 3.863 0.054

60% 16 — — 3.798 0.181 — —

29.7 — — 3.834 0.127 — —
-6 May/June 2005 d Vol. 10(3)
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Fixler et al.: Tracing apoptosis and stimulation . . .
characteristics of the decay are indicated by the way in which
the fluorescence intensity of the sample decreases relative
its intensities at earlier time points. The second is the ability
to characterize a nonadhesive and heterogeneous populatio
based on functional time resolved parameters. The third ad
vantage lies in the measured parameters themselves. In ad
tion to their bioactivity indicative capacity, FLT, FAD,r 0 and
b` may provide valuable information about cellular mecha-
nisms that may involve complex molecular diffusion dynam-
ics, as well as information about structural changes which th
reporter molecule experiences in the course of cell activation

The exemplary experimental models of this study demon
strate these capabilities. Stimulation of PBMC with PHA was
found to alter both the FLT~from 460.05 before to 4.560.11
ns after stimulation! and FAD~2.560.09 and 260.25 ns, cor-
respondingly! of intracellular fluorescein~see Table 2!. In
stimulated PBMC, both parameters change, meaning that n
only the viscous environment changed, but the fluorescei
molecular quantum parameters changed as well. In othe
cases, only changes in viscosity affect the FA. The experimen
on JTC gives evidence that the FAD is the dominant determi
native parameter and not the FLT. In JTC undergoingH2O2
induced apoptosis, only FAD changed~from 2.160.09 ns at
t50 after the treatment withH2O2 to 3.360.3 ns at t5180
min! and the FLT remained constant~4.1 ns!—see Table 3.
This finding is supported by the fact that, in fluorescein solu-
tions, the same behavior is observed~Fig. 3!. When measur-
ing fluorescein in low viscosity buffer, the steady-state FA is
low ~0.04 in 20% glycerol solution—Table 1!, and in a more
viscous solution the steady-state FA is high~0.281 in 80%
glycerol solution—Table 1!. The reason for the difference is
not the FLT, which remained unchanged in solutions with
different viscosity~3.9 ns in 40% glycerol—Table 6!, but the
FAD which was changed. In solutions with low viscosity, the
FAD is very short, whereas in the more viscous solution the
FAD is much longer~Table 5!.

High FA values in cells may point out to a significant re-
striction of the probe mobility, imposed by its intracellular
microenvironment. There may be several causes for such re
striction: structural, e.g., caging and ‘‘wobbling-in-cone,’’15

binding properties~covalent bonding, dipole–dipole interac-
tions, or interactions of higher orders of charge arrangement!,
or simply the solvent viscosity. The present results indicate
that the FA alterations during stimulation and apoptotic pro-
cess may appear due to both the FLT and fluorescence corr
lation time changes, and in some cases due to the fluorescen
correlation time rather than FLT~FLT is indicative of changes
in the fluorescence quantum state!. The same interpretation
can be made of our previous findings that indicated a clea
correlation with respect to FA between the processes o
PBMC response to mitogens,16 as well as to antigens17 and
phorobol esters,18 the interaction between killer and target
cells,8 and the contraction cycle of cardiac cells10—in all, the
FA decreases during 20 min following the stimulation/
conjugation.

In addition to the FLT and the rotational correlation time,
there are two other parameters which may determine FAD
The first is r 0 , which is in fact the FA limiting value. The
second parameter isb` which indicates that even at the
time→`, FA differs from 0. Ther 0 indicates an intramolecu-
lar structural aspect, i.e., the angle between the absorption an
034007Journal of Biomedical Optics
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emission transition dipole moments. A change inr 0 of a fluo-
rescent solute reporter hosted in a live cell, may reflect
micro-environmental forces acting on the reporter under
ferent intracellular physiological conditions.

In the present study,r 0 of fluorescein was changed from
0.4 to 0.3 when dissolved in 0% glycerol and 80% glyce
solutions, respectively~Table 5!. Our results for fluorescein in
nonviscous solutions are in agreement with previous studie19

Lowering of the viscosity of fluorescein–glycerol solution b
mild heating decreased the FA~Table 6!, which is exponen-
tially dependent on temperature, after Andrade20 and others,12

but did not alterr 0 . Since the gentle heating does not alter t
glycerol concentration, the fluorescent probe should exp
ence, on the average, the same amount of influence by g
erol molecules. This may suggest that the decrease ofr0 from
0.4 to 0.3, indicative of conformational changes, may be d
to glycerol–fluorophore interaction rather than to the viscos
per se.
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